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Performance
International (Gross)
MSCI EAFE-Local Index
MSCI EAFE-USD Index
Inception: December 31, 2010

FMI International Equity

Quarter
-8.86%
-12.20%
-12.54%

YTD
-8.63%
-10.99%
-13.79%

1 Year
-8.63%
-10.99%
-13.79%

3 Years 5 Years 10 Years Since Inception
5.73%
5.42%
N/A
8.64%
2.62%
3.81%
7.50%
5.86%
2.87%
0.53%
6.32%
3.33%

Performance is preliminary and subject to reconciliation.

Investment Philosophy:

Purchase durable business franchises that are selling at a
discount to their intrinsic value.

Investment Process:

We utilize a business owner’s approach to investing,
thoroughly investigating the economics of the business and
the quality of the management team. Some of the
characteristics of good businesses include strong recurring
revenue and attractive returns-on-invested capital (ROIC). We
have a strong orientation to low absolute or relative valuation,
which are key to the execution of our investment strategy. A
new idea will come from a variety of sources including
company visits, screens, conferences, trade periodicals and
general reading. All members of the research team are
responsible for fundamental research.
Once an investment opportunity is identified it is put through
an extensive due diligence process, which typically includes
management interviews and site visits. When an acceptable
level of conviction is achieved, the appropriate weighting
(considering liquidity, valuation, etc.) is discussed and
determined. A new company purchased in the portfolio will
usually have an initial position size of 1-4%. The portfolio
generally consists of 25-40 companies and is well diversified
across sectors.
We are long-term investors, a typical holding period for our
companies is three to five years, and portfolio turnover
averages 20-40% per annum. Since inception, the strategy has
generally hedged a significant portion of its currency.
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Please note disclosure footnote on reverse side.
Estimated valuations are based on a representative account from the
FMI International Equity Composite, and are weighted average
calculations, not reweighted to exclude cash, and financial companies are
excluded from the EV/EBITDA calculation. Valuations for the portfolio are
modified based on criteria identified by FMI. For more detailed
information regarding these valuations, please contact FMI.
(1)

Top 10 – Portfolio Holdings:
Whitbread PLC
Ferguson PLC
Secom Co., Ltd.
Henkel AG & Co. KGaA
Smiths Group PLC
Accenture PLC Class A
Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd. PFD
Fairfax Financial Holdings Ltd.
Nestlé S.A.
Nutrein Ltd.

4.6%
4.5%
3.5%
3.5%
3.4%
3.2%
3.2%
3.2%
3.0%
2.8%

Portfolio Characteristics: (1)
P/E Ratio (trailing one year)
FY1 P/E Ratio (forward 4 quarters)
P/S Ratio
P/B Ratio
EV/EBITDA Ratio
Number of Holdings
Active Share

18.5x
14.8x
1.3x
2.5x
9.5x
39
99%

Recent Purchase:
B&M European Value Retail

Ticker: BME LN

Added: Dec. 2018

B&M is the largest discount retailer group in the U.K., with small and growing
operations in Germany and France. The company operates 860 stores across
the U.K. under the B&M and Heron Foods Names, 88 stores in Germany
under the Jawoll brand, and 95 stores in France under the Babou brand. Its
core B&M franchise operates low-cost store formats (20,000 sq. ft. in size)
and they offer an assortment of branded grocery and fast-moving consumer
goods complimented by direct-sourced private label merchandise. B&M’s
average basket size of ~£13 makes online selling and delivery uneconomic.
B&M has consistently gained share in the growing U.K. discount general
merchandise industry and appears to be establishing itself as the dominant
player. Discount retail in the U.K. remains underpenetrated relative to many
other developed markets, including the U.S. The stock price recently came
under pressure after weaker-than-expected U.K. like-for-like growth and
disappointing results in their German stores. The valuation of the stock today
is reasonable, and this is a relatively defensive and growing business that
performs well in most economic environments. We initiated a 1.5% position
in December 2018.

Recent Sale:
Liberty Latin America Ltd. Cl C

Ticker: LILAK

Sold: Aug. 2018

Liberty Latin America (LiLAC) is a leading cable and broadband company with
operations predominantly in the Caribbean and Latin America. The company
passes 6.2 million homes and businesses and provides video, broadband,
and/or fixed telephony services to 2.89 million customers. From a geographic
perspective, the company’s sales are derived from the Caribbean (47% of
sales), Chile (25% of sales), Panama (18% of sales), and Puerto Rico (10% of
sales). There is nothing materially wrong with the company. Due to the
complex nature of the organization and a higher debt level than we are
comfortable with, we decided to sell LiLAC to be more defensively positioned.
We sold our 1.0% position in August 2018.

